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I . INTRODUCTION
This final report summarizes the work performed by Solar, a Division of
International Harvester Company, on the design study on a high-pressuxe, large flow
rate flexible connector system. The work was performed under Contract NAS `10-1266
issued by the National Aeronautic and Space Administration, Kennedy Space Center,
Huntsville, Alabama. Mr. Joe Morris was the Technical Supervisor for NASA on this
program.
The purpose of the program was to perform a design study and materials
selection resulting in a detailed design for fabrication of a connector system which
will meet the following requirements:
Diameter (ID)
	 3.50 inches
Pressure
Working	 109 000 psig
Proof
	 15, 000 prig
Burst	 40, 000 psig
Working Flow Rates
GN2
	104, 000 cfm at 10, 000 psig
GHe
	204, 000 cfm at 10, 000 psig
Pressure Drop
	 Not to exceed an equivalent pipe length of
20 diameters in each Flexible Component.
Misalignment Tolerances Capable of compensating for a maximum
misalignment and operational movement
delineated by a 12 inch cube.
Seal Requirements
	 Leakage limited to one bubble per 15 minutes
when pressurized at 15, 000 psig. underwater.
Life Requirements
	 100, 000 cycles minimum of pressurizing
from zero to 10, 000 psig through a tempera-
yure range of -65 F to +150 F.
A complete set of drawings developed during the program is included in
Appendix A.
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Il. STUDY METHOD
This study program to develop a feasible design of a high-pressure large
flow rate flexible connector system was conducted in three phases:
Phase IA	 -	 Design Study
Phase IB
	 -	 Specific Design
Phase IC	 -	 Review and Analysis
2.1 PHASE IA -DESIGN STUDY
Phase IA began with an orientation conference at Huntsville, Alabama, on
24 March 1964, and was culminated by a report to NASA personnel at the mid-term
presentation at Huntsviie on 5 May 1964. The study phase was devoted to surveys of
vL:rious candidate materials aiid to the development of conceptual designs of the flexible
connector system. Conceptual line routings and arrangements of components were de-
veloped and investigated. Concepts of various types of components were developed
and studied. Preliminary analytical methods were outlined and recommendations were
prepared. The results of this phase were presented to NASA at the mid-term presen-
tation, at which time the NASA Technical Supervisor, Mr. Joe Morris, indicated the
direction Solar was to follow in Phase IB of the program.
2.2 PHASE IB - SPECIFIC DESIGN
Phase IB was devoted to developing for fabrication those detail designs of
the system concept selected by NASA during the mid-term presentation. During this
phase, the Solar Engineering groups, in consultation with the various other groups
which would be involved in the fabrication of the system, prepared detail design draw-
ings of each of the system componentP , Industry surveys were initiated to obtain
pricing, availability, and delivery data of the raw materials and operations to be sub-
contracted. Conferences were held to determine the most fabricable approach to each
design. Various departmen',:s at Solar were asked to prepare presentations on the as-
pects of the fabrication task in which they woulc: participate. Estimating groups and
manufacturing engineers prepared detail pricing for one unit of the system. The re-
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sults, lees the pricing, were submitted to NASA at the final presentation on 7 July 1964.
At this time, the NASA attendees issued instructions that the final pricing was to be
based on one complete flexible connector system with the system modified to delete a
venturi which was originally included.
3
M. PHASE IA - DESIGN STUDY
The design study phase was davoted to material survey and selection and to
the development of connector system concepts. Prior to initiation of this study p' e,
an orientation conference was held at Huntsville, Alabama, on 24 March 1964. At
this time, various clarifications to the Specifications of Design and Test contained in
Exhibit I of Ccutract NAS 10-1266 were presented to 91,slar. The misalignment toler-
ances to be accepted were clarified. These clarifications consisted of the fact that
the major portion of motion within the 12-inch cube would be imposed upon the flexible
connector system during the unpressurized make-and-break operation. Only vibratory
and laurch umbilical tower (LUT) settling motions, of much smaller magnitudes, would
have to be accepted while under working pressure. The desired routing of the system
was also described. Further clarification of these motions was received by Solar in
a letter from Mr. Joe Morris, NASA Technical Supervisor, dated 3 April 1964. This
letter stated that the displacement which the present LUT platform experiences under
vibration is within a 0.15-inch cube at 1 to 3 cycles per se e . -nd.
Solar's objective was to develop system designs which would least affect the
design work alree-!y done on the support towers as depicted on NASA drawing 7510178,
sheets 1 and 3 of 7. This drawing was received as an enclosure with the letter of
3 April 1964.
3.1 MATERIAL SURVEY
A material survey was conducted on a series of candidate materials which
Solar felt would offer the best possibility of producing a feasible approach to the design
problem. The candidate materials are listed in Table I with a comparison of the mini-
mum wall thickness for 40, 000 psig minimum burst pressure based on the ultimate
tensile strength of each material. These calculated wall thicknesses were determined
by heavy wall cylinder formulas.(1)
Type 316L corrosion resistant steel (CRES 316L) was chosen as a candidate
material in the survey in order to provide a comparison w1th, a material that is presently
t o Roark, R.J. , Formulas for Stress and Strain. New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., Third Edition (1954), formulas 27 and 29, p 276.
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being used in systems of this type. Tables U through VIII contain the chemical compo-
sitions, mechanical properties, fabrication considerations, and relative costs for each
of the candidate materials listed in Table I.
At the beginning of the program, Solar determined that system pressures and
operating requirements would require the use of materials of much higher strength-to-
density ratio than are presently being used. Such high ratios would be needed to scale
down the sizes of the components, thereby easing the fabrication and handling problems.
Since it was originally envisioned that the LUT interface end of the flexible
connector system under consideration would be manually connected and disconnected,
Solar recommended at the mid-term presentation that the material of construction be
sp lected with a consideration for achieving light weight. The fabricability pr.)blems
would be greatly reduced with the .fighter constructlon, and the cost and reliability of
weld joints would be improved. While the cost per pound of the high-strength alloys is
generally higher than the more common low-strength materials such as CRES 316L,
the weight of the lighter system makes possible predivtiors of equivalent reduced ma-
terial cost. Studies have also indicated that the increased weight in the pipe and flexi-
ble joints using the low strength-to-density material creates structural problems which,
in turn, necessitate a further increase in weight.
Consideration was given to the extremely corrosive environment at Cape
Kennedy. While the outside of the line assembly may be protected by coatings, it is
conceivable that moisture could condense on the interior of the system during those
periods jvhen the connector is not in use. Solar recommended rejection of those ma-
terials which do not have inherently good corrosion resistance properties.
Recognizing that the total energy stored in the fluid at these pressures is
extremely high, Solar recommended rejection of tho4F r rate: alj which exhibit rela-
tively low impact strength. Also, materials which do iiui a-xUolt excellent weld joint
efficienciui; and weld ductility were rejected.
As a result of applying the above guidelines, Solar recommended Inconel 718
as the material for fabrication of the flexible joints and adjacent pipe. This choice is
particularly aligned to Sola.r's extensive experience with the material. The Inconel 718
raw material for the pipe and the Flexible joint forgings can be obtained directly from
the producers, or they can be formed from billets supplied to vendors in southern
California.
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During this survey, the Gray Tool Company in Houston, Texas, was contacted
following the rec. 1mmendation. of NASA. The original concepts presented at the mid-
term presentation showed flexible joints integrally welded to the pipe to create a
single unit construction. For that purpose, Graylock connector P/N 45692 of Cres
316L was selected to be used as the end interfaces of the connector system presented.
3.2 CONNECTOR, SYSTEM CONCEPTS
This phase also was directed toward development of concepts for the flexible
connector system. Four basic system approaches were used in the development of the
most feasible concept:
1. Flexible hose systems
2. Swivel or rotary joint systems
3. Angulation or three gimbal joint systems
4. Angulation and axial systems utilizing gimbal joints and compensators.
After an initial study effort, the flexible hose system and the swivel or rotary
joint system were disgarded because of their inflexibility and low reliability. In flexi-
ble hose systems, the braid required to support a bellows at these operating pressures
would be extremely stiff. The braid would have had to have been applied in several
layers and would have resulted in an exceedingly stiff system. The methryd for braid
attachment, with the number of layer.,  required would be extremely unreliable since
the equal distribution of load is determined by the almost impossible condition of
equalized layer tension during braid installation.
The swivel or rotary joint systems depend upon the use of a component, that
relies on a mechanical type of seal. Such contact seals have been used for lvw pres-
sures with certain fluids, but their inherent tendency to leak at high pressures makes
them unattractive for this application. Though there have been high-pressure rotary
joints developed, *gone has approached the required operating pressures. The inherent
leakage in the design also produces operational problems, as the leakage usually occurs
at the most inopportune; time. Therefore, because of the limitations of the above two
systems, efforts in the study phase were concentrated on the remaining; two systems
which employed metallic bellows seals in gimbal or compensator designs to handle the
required motions.
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Motion studies were conducted on the two systems since both systems have
been used in space vehicles where they have exhibited high degrees of reliability. The
selected system was a three-gimbal system, since the axial travel required of a com-
pensator was considered to be too great to be practical. The three-gimbal system also
presented the interesting characteristic of permitting a routing so that the line could
counterbalance itself over the bottom gimbal joint and therefore relax the forces re-
quired to effect an interface connection. Motion study layout 39071 was prepared
to investigate arrangements of components for this system.
It was recom t ended at the mid-term presentation that routing plan D of layout
39071 was optimum. This system is a three-gimbal system arranged in such a manner
that the maximum deflection of the gimbal joint is less than 6 degrees. This low de-
flection level was determined to be practical and feasible for bellows designs subjected
to pressures of 10, 000 psi. This arrangment requires only minor modification of the
present service tower design. As the lower joint is located below the platform working
level, the excursion of the pipe requires larger openings at that level and also
requires relocation of the attaching brackets.
At this time also, the requirements for thie flexible connector system to with-
stand a sudden venting to atmosphere from the 15, 000 psig proof pressure prompted
Solar to investigate a unique approach which would throttle the gases down to velocities
which would ensure no adverse effects. A venturi design, depicted on Solar drawing
39705 was developed for use adjacent to the outlet flange to inhibit the rate of
pressure decay.
3.2.1 Flexible Joint Concepts
After the development of the optimum layout and arrangement of components,
Solar's effort was directed toward the development of the flexible joints.
The design study revealed that the optimum restraining device for this sys-
to m was a, gimbal type universal joint. Other types of restraining devices were re-
viewed and were rejected because of inherent problems. One such type was the ball-
type, in whi(.h its characteristic of line or surface contact results in exceedingly high
breakaway friction force and relatively low cycle life.
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Three flexible joint concepts were evolved:
• A gimbal joint with machined, low height bellows (drawing 39704)
• A gimbal joint utilizing a machined mellows with integral root rings
(drawing 39703)
• A gimbal joint utilizing a multi-ply bellows with machined root rings
(drawing 39702)
It was noted that the size of the structural members of the individual gimbal
joints was influenced greatly by the type of bellows being used; the higher the convo-
lution thereater the end thrust to be resisted in the gimbal joint structure with re-g	 g	 j
sulting heavier and bulkler members.
The machined bellows with integral root rings (drawing 39703) was a. concept
utilizing toroidal pressure shells. The relatively thin-wall torodial shell would ade-
quately withstand the pressure but required integral root rings to provide hoop strength
and stability. The principal advantage of this all machined approach is that the inner
surface of the bellows is relatively smooth from a fluid flow standpoint, thereby re-
quiring no inner liners. However, the maintenance of the tolerances necessary to
guarantee the predicted eharaetertsties would be extremely difficult.
The formed multi-ply bellows with machined root rings was the development
of a concept presented in Solar's original proposR1. This approach is similar to the
above concept in that the convolutions rre toroidal shells. However, the shells are
formed from tubes by hydraulic or mechanical methods in the same manner that con-
ventional bellows are fabricated. This be';,  -vs has a very low spring rate, therefore,
low angulation forces. However, it Is incapable of withstandirs; hoop loads and re-
quires the use of machined root rings.
The machined, low-height bellows was the most compact design evolved
and was the one recommended by Solar for future work. This machined approach
permitted greater efficiency of metal usage in that the matertal in the bellows is
placed where it performs the most useful function. The heavier root and crest of the
convolution withstands the hoop pressure loads while the thin side walls permit higher
cycle life and lower angulation forces. The compactness of the design and its charac-
teristic of presenting a relatively smooth inner surface to the fluid flow also permits
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its use without flow smoothing liners. These features also demonstrated, by calcula-
tion, its ability to remain stable when subjected to pressures above the 15, 000 psig
proof pressure requirement.
It was therefore recommended that the most practical, feasible, and effi-
cient design was a gimbal joint utilizing the machined, low-height bellows concept
(drawing 39704). The basic advantage of this gimbal type structure is that the rota-
tional pin is an integral part of the flange and requires no welds for carrying primary
loads. The gimbal ring was designed to be made in four individual segments, with
the segments joined by electron beam welding. These segmental weld joints are longi-
tudinal to the centerline, and are located at 45 degrees to the axis of the rotational
pins where the bending stress is zero and the shear stress is a maximum. This shear
load is much lower than the strength of the section at this point. An alternate method
is to bolt the individual segments into a circular ring.
3.2.2 Cycle Life
The cycle life, of the bellows was determined by an estimate of the performance
life of the unit. Three operating regimes were established which were later used to
determine the design of the bellows. These regimes were:
• An angulation of ± 6 degrees for 2500 cycles while unpressurized to
simulate. the installation of the end of the connector through the 12-inch
cube
• Angulations corresponding to vibratory displacement of the end of the
connector through the 0.15-inch cube for 50, 000 cycles while pressurized
to 10, 000 psig
• Angulations corresponding to 3000 cycles of the end of the connector
moving from zero to 3 inches down and return to zero within the 12-inch
cube while at 10, 000 prig to allow for settling and other motions.
The last motion regime was later determined by NASA at the mid-term pre-
sentation to be nonexistent. The angulations resulting from vibratory displacements,
as described for the second regime, were considered to be insignificant and the bellows
life in this regime was predicted to be infinite. Calculations determine that the first
motion described would be the limiting regime from a stress standpoint.
The greatest confidence to meet or exceed the cycle life was developed in the
machined low-height bellows. That bellows design has the highest spring rate and
therefore the highest angulation force required to deflect through the 12-inch cube.
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This feature is felt to be an advantage from the standpoint of vibration dampening of
the entire connector system. The line has a large mass and requires the use of heavy
forces to maintain high resonant frequencies. This bellows-induced spring force is
felt to be sufficiently high so that no dampening is necessary in the pin-^ ,,-ring con-
nection. For this reason, the pins are coated with dry molybdenum disulU de for lubri-
cation, anti-galling, and to decrease the installation forces. A criterion or design of
the gimbal component was that the gimbal joint should, under all loadings, exceed the
strength of the pipe. Therefore, the design of the gimbal joint is such that when physi-
cal'y bottomed at the 6-degree maximum angulation, the gimbal joint can. force the pipe
to bend plastically without damage to the joint. The gimbal was also designed to accept
separating loads which are greater than the bursting strength of the pipe.
In the area of pressure stability, study revealed that instability or squirm
would not occur below 20, 000 psi internal pressure. As the pressure approaches
40, 000 psi, the flat sides of the convolutions will bulge until they come into contact,
thus preventing any further instability until burst occurs. The average hoop stress at
40, 000 psi internal pressure is 111, 000 psi. The material chosen, Incionel 718, has
an ultimate tensile strength of 180, 000 psi.
3.2.3. Mid-Term Presentation
A summary of the Phase IA effort and the following drawings were included
at the mid-term presentation:
39704	 Gimbal	 - Machined Low Height Bellows
39704	 Gimbal	 - Machined Bellows with Integral
Root Rings
39702	 Gimbal_	 - Formed Bellows with Machined Root
Rings
39701	 Motion Studies - High Pressure Line Configurations
39705
	 Venturi Section -
39706
	 Line Assembly - High Pressure Connector
These drawings are included in Appendix A of this report.
Solar's instructions to continue were contained in a letter from the NASA
Technical Supervisor, dated 25 May 1964. These instructions accepted Solar's re-
commendations, and permitted the Phase IB effort to concentrate on the design of the
machined low-height gimbal joint and the system depicted on Solar drawing 39706.
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Solar was also directed to develop the individual components of the flexible connector
system as individually complete assemblies with Graylock hubs interfacing each of the
gimbals to each of the pipe segments.
3.3 COMPENSATOR DESIGN STUDY
During the design study phase, attention was also paid to compensator designs.
While the use of a compensator did not appear to be practical for the flexible connector
system, the compensator has merit in the replacement of the expansion loops in the
vertical tower pipe runs. A compensator concept was demonstrated at the mid-term
presentation. This concept was characterized by the advantage of having no internal
faying edges or entrapments and therefore would ensure a high level, of cleanability
and cleanliness during operation. This compensator for 10, 000 psi would utilize a
development of the same bellows designed for the gimbal joints. As a result, NASA
indicated to Solar in the letter of 24 May that Solar wa: to continue its study effort
in the area of the compensators for various sizes and pressure ranges which were
presently being used in the LUT piping system
Information was received from Mr. Jack Kunkel of KDE-3 regarding the sizes
of the lines and the operating pressures for which compensators would be desirable.
They were:
Operating
Size Medium Pressure
4-inch schedule 40 Hydraulic 500 psi
3-inch double extra strong Helium 6000 psi
1-1/2-inch schedule 40 Air 125 psi
2-inch schedule 40 GN2 50 psig
3-inch double extra strong GN2 6000 psig
2-inch double extra strong GH2 6000 psig
An effort at Solar, parallel to the flexible connector system design, was initiated to
develop these designs. The results of the compensator study are contained in Section V
of this report.
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'	 N D`iASE IB - SPECIFIC DESIGN
During the specific design phase, work was performed in the following areas:
e Design considerations
'
	
	 • Stress Analysis
• Reliability
(	 e Fabricability
• Cost1
	
	 It must be mentioned at this time that in all instances nc great strides in
increasing the state of the art have been made; each of the desigi 3 proposed and each
of the methods to be utilized to fabricate the flexible connector system are extensions
of Solar 's experience in the flexible connectors field. Solar's lcng-standing experience
in the manufacture and design of gimbal joints similar to that proposed for this system
is the basis for the design techniques utilized on this program. Solar's experience in
developing flexible connector systems and determining the individual component re-
u eme	 aq it	 nts, based upon the overall system req7 lirements, has been used in the de-
velopment of this system. The electron beam welding, the bellows design, and the
gimbal joint design are all approaches which have been previously utilized to manufac-
ture similar products for other uses. Solar feels confident that this design will meet
the desired requirements in their first usage. (1)
4.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
On 7 May 1964, the detail design effort was initiated on the line assembly
(Solar drawing 39706) and the gimbal joint (Solar drawing 39704) as directed by NASA.
Preparation of individual detail drawings of each component of the gimbal joints and
the line assembly was started. Concurrently, the Gray Tool Company of Houston,
Texas, was requested to prepare designs and submit prices for a Graylock hub design
using Inconel 718 as the material. Upon completion of the preliminary design drawings
of the various gimbal joint components, inquiries were sent out to obtain preliminary
pricing information and fabricability comments from various sources in the forging
1. Solar's capabilities in research, design, and manufacture of similar components
are described in "Solar Skase Components, " Solar document SD 603, submitted
as an enclosure to this report.
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field. These initial inquiries were based on an assumed flange configuration. Prior
to receipt of these evaluations, Solar received, from the Gray Tool Company, the
configuration of the Inconel 718 hub. This hub design indicated that Solar had ovL-res-
timated the size of the hub. Consequently, the forging became less complicated and
would probably result in a lower cost in the final configuration.
At the beginning of this phase of the study, it was determined that the con-
trolling material specifications should be those covering the types most readily available in
the industry. Solar maintains its own specifications for Inconel 718, and these speci-
fications result in extremely high-quality materials with strength levels exceeding those
of most other specifications. However, it was felt that this line assembly, being ground
support equipment, could be designed with slightly heavOr wall thicknesses and slightly
lower stress levels. In this manner, it would be possible to take advantage of the
more readily available Inconel 718 material, such as described in Rocketdyne ?+vision
of North American Aviation, Irc., Specification RB01070-038. The use of this Rocket-
dyne specification would ensure the availability of the necessary raw material with
less lead time.
Inquiry was also made of the various pipe manufacturers for Inconel 714 pipe
in the following configurations:
• 3-1/2 -inch ID by 1/2 -inch average wall
• 4-inch schedule 160, a standard ASA pipe size which closely
approximates the size of the line assembly being studied. This
size was felt to be more available.
• 3-1/2 -inch schedule 80 for 6000 psi for use as a comparison
• 3-1/2-inch ID by 0.30 -inch average wall
Prices and recommendations were requested for both cold drawn and extruded
pipe. Interestingly enough, 3-1/2 -inch ID and 1/2 -inch average wall thickness pipe was
found to be less expensive than the corresponding standard ASA pipe size and could be
obtained as extruded seamless tubing which would ensure a higher inherent reliability.
The M. L. Sheldon Co. was also contacted for information regarding the Cu-Ni lined,
Type 4320 alloy steel pipe which they are now providing to Complex 39. It was deter-
mined that this composition type pipe would present handling and welding problems.
As a comparison, inquiries were also made for a CRES 316L pipe with a 3 -1/2-inch
22
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ID and a 1.6-inch wall. It was found, as previously predicted, that the Inconel 718 in
the sizes mentioned was cheaper and more readily available than the extremely heavy-
wall CRES 916L configuration. Only one response was received on the CRES 316L
configuration, and this response was qualified to a single quantity of 100 feet with no
assurance of success.
Inquiries were also made to the forging industry concerning fabrication of
the venturis previously mentioned. On 25 June 1964, Mr. Jack Kunkel and Mr. Geoff:y
Bottomly, representing NASA, made a survey of Solar's facility in San Diego. At this
time it was offered by Mr. Jack Kunkel that the work on the venturi be stopped as it
would not be required by NASA. This was confirmed at the final presentation on 7
July. The design was modified to eliminate the venturi and to move the gimbal joint,
which was adjacent to the venturi, to the end of the connector. The decision was made
to increase the bend radius of the bent pipe instead of increasing the length of the
straight section. This change maintained the same relative angulation of each of the
gimbal joints and resulted in a more easily fabricable bent pipe assembly.
:'he final design of each component was based upon the following manufacturing
procedures:
• Weld the pipe to the araylock hubs prior to heat treat, forming a complete
assembly.
• Age the complete assembly after welding.
• Age all the gimbal joint details as details.
• Weld the bellows to the gimbal flange after aging and leave in the as-
velded condition.
• Electron beam weld the gimbal ring quadrants as the final assembly
procedure. 'These welds remain in the as -welded condition.
The bellows-to-gimbal flange weld can remain in the as welded condition
since this weld is primarily a seal weld and carries, as its only structural load, that
ccuple necessary U-%
 overcome the angular spring rate of the bellows. Since an Inconel
718 weld in the as welded condition has a relatively high strength, this weld has an
adequate safety factor to allow it to remain in the as welded condition.
The basis for the original design of this gimbal joint was that the electron
beam weld for joining the ring quadrants may also remain in the as-welded condition
1
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since the weld joint is in the plane of zero-bending and maximum shear and the area
in shear is a maximum. The heat-affected zone of an electron beam weld 's highly
confined and would not affect the strength of the ring in those areas where bending
stress is a maximum. The limiting stress for the design of the ring was the bending
stress, which is a maximum at the planes of the pin mi. This stress is a function of
the moment of inertia of the section at the pins. Since the pin holes do not exist in
the plane of the weld, the area is much greater and the margin of safety in shear is
high.
The gimbal joint will be provided with a removable external non-metallic
flexible boot to prevent the entrance of foreign particles into V:e gimbal structure.
The boot design wJ11 be worked out with an acceptable vendor in this field.
Each component will be cleaned in accordance with Marshall Space Flight
Center Specification 164 and packaged in clean polyethylene bags prior to delivery.
The gimbal joints will be provided with araylock blank hubs as closures, and the pipe
assemblies will be provided with standard plastic pipe closures to preclude the con-
tamination of the line.
4. P. FABRICABILI'rY
Sources for pipe bending have indicated that 3-1/2-inch ID by 1/2-inch wall
Inconel 718 pipe would present no problem in the nonfiguration indicated on Solar
drawing 41313.
The gimbal ring, Solar drawing 41306 will be machined from a ring forging.
The ring forging will be machined on the outside diameter only and split into four seg-
ments. The split faces of the segment will be ground, rematched into a complete ring,
and the inside diameter bored to the required dimension. In this manner, the inside
diameter will be established and the minimum wall thickness will have been maint::±.red.
The bellows will be machined from a pile segment or ring forging. The
Initial operation will be rough machining, followed by grinding to the desired shape
and finish requirements. In accordance with Solar drawing 41309, a maximum of 32
rms finish is allowed at the roots and crowns of the. convoll:±ion. An optional finishing
method is shown that permits electro -chemical metal removal methods. with this
option, a maximum of 64 rms is allowed since the remaining surface marks would
have rounded edges.
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IA second operation in the formation of the finished bellows is required. This
operation is a compression set using internal pressure in accordance with Solar draw-
ing 41310. The finished machined bellows will be placed in a press and pressurized to
approximately 35, 000 psig while being axially compressed. Thin operation will cause
the side walls to bulge slightly and take a permanent set which will lower the operating
stresses and increase the stability.
The bellows will then be stress relieved and aged.
4.2.1 Electron Beam Welding Procedure
The Welding Research Section of Solar's Research Laboratories performed a
thorough analysis of the electron beam welds required to join the ring quadrants. The
weld configuration presented is basically similar to many other electron beam welds
performed by Solar(i).
The following procedure will be follower in ueveloping the electron beam
welding technique. One full-size ring forging will be fabricated for use by the Welding
Research Section in the development of weld schechiles, evaluation of the shrinkage
factors across the weld joint, and for metallurgical examination of the weld. This
unit will also be t,ised for a verification of the mechanical properties of the weld joint.
The ring forging will be machined to the required dimensions of the actual gimbal ring
in accordance with Solar drawing 41306 and aged. This forging will be sectioned as
indicated in Figure 1 and will be scribed on the end faces as indicated hi Figure 2.
These scribe lines will be used as references for determining weld shrinkage. Weld
strips will be provided on the inside of the ring to prevent excess penetra t ion of the
weld bead. These weld strips will be removed after welding. These weld strips will
also protect the assembly from the expulsion material from the weld due to excess
penetration. Weld strips at the faces of the ring will also be provided to prevent
cratering at the start and stop of the weld joint. Tooling will be designed to hold the
four segments of the gimbal ring in their proper location, and will be rugged enough
1. Solar's extensive prior experience in, and facilities for, electron beam welding
are ties ribed in Solar Report R-6425, "Electron Beam Welding," submitted as
an enclosure to this report.
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to prevent movement during the welding operation. This toolft will provide for the
exposure of all four weld joints to the machine and will be designed to properly po-
sition and hold the weld strips. The tooling will be capable of remotely rotating the
assembly from outside the electron beam vacuum chamber, thereby precluding the
necessity of opening the chamber and breaking the vacuum for each weld.
4.2.2 General Welding Procedure
All detail pairs to be welded will be cleaned, packaged, and sealed in poly-
ethylene bags. Clean white gloves will be worn luring the handling of the detail parts
to be welded. The gimbal ring segments will be placed in position on the basic gimbal
assembly mounted in the tcoling fixture. The gimbal assembly will be provided with its
own tooling in order to maintain the axial orientation of the gimbal flanges and a slight
bit of precompression of the bellows. The segments will be secured in place by a
holding fixture which will leave each of the four weld joints exposed. The weld strips
will be installed at the ends and beneath each weld joint. The welding fixture will then
be secured to the traverse in the vacuum chamber after lining up the weld joints with
a viewing scope. The parameters of the established welding schedule will be checked
out in a setup block mounted conveniently in the chamber at the same height as the
weld joints.
All segments will be tack welded together and All joints secured with com-
paratively shallow depth welds. At this point, the chamber will be opened, the gimbal
ring checked for concentricity, and the holding fixture checked to be sure that all
segments are properly restrained. The chamber will again be evacuated and the full
penetration welds completed using the established welding procedure.
4.3 QUALITY CONTROL
Solar recommends that X-ray procedures in aceordano p with Specification
MIL-I-6865B and MIL-R-11468 (ORD) for determining thy; quality of welds be applied
only to the fusion buttwelds. It has been Solar's experience that X-rays of fillet type
welds in heavy structures are subject to misinterpretation. Solar, therefore, proposes
that by the utilization of process controls and other inspection methods, justified by the
establishment of adequate safety factors in the original design, these weld joints can
be repeatabb►
 made with the desired level of reliability.
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In the weld joining the bellows to the gimbal flange, X-ray is not considered
necessary since this weld is primarily a seal wold. This weld will be inspected by
the dye penetrant method in accordance with Specification MIL-I-6866, Type II, and
by helium mass spectroineter test.
Since the margin of safety on the electron beam weld of the gimbal ring seg-
ments is extremely high, this weld will not be X-rayed. Also, owing to the fact that
film cannot be insert-d directly beneath the weld, but must be inserted directly inside
the gimbal joint, the integrity of the interpretation would be greatly reduced due to all
the gimbal structure and bellows between the weld and the film. The nature of electron
beam welding is strict process control since the weld is performed automatically and
In a vacuum.
4.4 STRESS ANALYSIS
A stress analysis on the complete flexible connector system is contained in
this report as Appendix B. The gimbal joint bellows was subjected to a computer
analysis utilizing Solar program 204 on an IBM 7090 computer and the results are
contained in the stress analysis. This stress analysis verified the design approaches
in the original concept. The stress analysis also presents those forces required to
physically move the flexible connector system through the envelope required. At the
final presentation in Huntsville on 7 July, it was determined that Solar should not
consider methods for augmenting the forces required to deflect the flexible connector
system through the envelope required as that mechanism will be provided by NASA
as an integral part of the support tower. These loads ara being provided as additional
information to aid NASA in the design of the movement system.
4.6 RELIABILITY
A reliability analysis has been prepared and is contained in this report as
Appendix C. This analysis presents a predicted reliability level since no reliability
goal was presented in the original scope of work. A primary goal in the design of the
flexible connector system was the development of high levels of inherent reliability.
Each of the manufacturing methods described has been demonstrated in the past to
have a high level of reliability. While the scope of work stated that Solar wi: 1 do no
testing on the flexible connector system fabricated during the Phase II program, Solar
Intends to hydrostatically proof pressure test each of the components prior to delivery
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to NASA. This in-process proc=edure will guarantee the structural Integrity of each
of the members and assure the delivery of hardware which will meet the basic require-
ments of the system. It will also verify the design concepts er..ployed.
1
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V. PRESSURE BALANCE COMPENSATORS
Preliminary design concepts for pressure balance compensators to operate
at 10, 000 psig were prepared during the study phase (Phase IA) of the program. These
design concepts were prepared with the criteria that the unit must:
operate at 10, 000 psig,
• be easily cleaned and provide a minimum of dirt entrapment areas,
• lend itself to heavy-wall construction.
This design concept was presented to NASA at the mid-term presentation on
5 May. The compensators as presented could replace the expansion loops that would
be designed into the 10, 000 psig piping runs on the tower. At the direction of NASA
In a letter of 25 May, Solar proceeded with developing designs for pressure balanced
expansion compensators for the various line sizes on the present launch umbilical
tower vertical runs. Analyse3 , were conducted to determine +he growth and shrinkage
values of the piping runs when subjected to a temperature ci.anging envirvunitnnt of -65
to +165 F. A comparison of the limits of deflection, for which the units would have to
compensate, determined the number of compensators being recommended for each of
the piping runs. For the l.awer-pressure systems, Solar proposes two compensators
in each vertical run to handle the change in length as a result of the above temperature
changes and the swaying of the tower.
A design for the 6, 000 psi system was prepared which had sufficient capability
to accept half the total change in length of that tower run. However, this unit was very
hwavy and very long and would not eliminate the necessity of providing flexibility to the
tee off from the vertical run to the consoles mounted on each swing aria level. After
discrosions with Mr. Jack Kunkel in San Diego on 25 June, Solar proceeded to develop
u smaller version of th.^! 6, O0 psi compensator which would accept a half inch of axial
travel and be installed at each of the swing arm levels in the vertical runs. This unit
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established, as the fixed point of the line with respect to thermal growth, that point
o	 console oc	 71%.:^ therefore wouldat which the tee off t  th c..u^s.
	 ^	 ^preclude the neces-P
sity of utilizing any flexible members in the console run, and would make the overall
system more reliable itid less costly.
The compensator design proposed was acceptable to NASA except for the usage
of Inconel 718 mater itl throughout. As a result Solar is proposing, at the direction of
NASA, a compensator with a CRES 316L structure and utilizing the original Inconel
718 bellows. It is recommended that Inconel 718, in thr: bellows, permits compactness of
the design since the bellows are capable of accepting more deflection with a higher cycle
life than bellows of a CRES 300 series material. This combination of materials is not
new to Solar P-:d is presently being used on various space flight vehicle programs.
5.1 PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
The principle of the pressure balance compensator is one of utilizing pressure-
induced forces, in balance, and constant volume. These devices for permitting axial de-
flections in duct or piping systems. without external restraint such as ground or vehicle
structure, have been used for many years in most industrieFs engaged in the transfer of
fluids. The following is a brief description of the function of the compensator ane! a
discussion of the existing technology to impart the feeling that this design is not ex-
tending the state of the art of this field.
{	 The compensator is one of the only fluid carrying flexible joints which permits
j	 axial deflections without requiring an external restraining force equal to the piston
load which is equal to the duct cross sectional area times the duct pressure. The com-
pensator consists of three bellows and a crossover structure. This basic construction
is ,shown in Figure 3. The compensator operates by creating a force equal and op-
posite to the piston load. This force is created in the compensating chamber by the
duct pressure acting against an annular area equal to the duct cross sectional area.
The ratio of the diameter of the compensating chamber to the duct diameter icy the square
root of two times the original duct diameter resulting in. a compensating chamber area
to duct area ratio of 2.
By the arrangement of the crossover structure and the three bellows, the
system is bRsically three bellows in pare Ls3i ar:d riot in series. Therefore, if the
compensator is being compressed due tc on i1c,,ogad.cion of an adjacent duct, the primary
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or smaller bellows on either side of the compensating or larger bellows compresses
'	 also. The compensating bellows elongates an equal amount. By geometry, the com-
pensating bellows is expanding its volume at a rate equal to the decrease in volume of
j	 both primary bellows. Therefore, the system maintains a constant volume since an
equal area is being maintained at all times. Since no volumetric change occurs during
a change in length of the compensator, no change in pressure takes place and therefore
no force is required other than that to overcome the bellows spring rate.
This theory is identical in all compensators The compensator being presented
utilizes this theory,
	 ^	 arrangementhowever, the 	 of the bellows and the crossover struc -^
ture is the single feature which guarantees the added advantages of being cleanable and
1	 having a relatively slim overall shape. For example, the outside diameter of the com-
pensator is consistently smaller than the envelope of the adjacent flanges. The small
diameter precludes the necessity for re-routing lines to accommodate the compensator
and permits pipe bundling with only the flanges as the size limiting components of the
1	 duct.
5.2 DESIGN
The compensator would be mounted in the vertical tower with the lowest side
of the unit mounted to the structure and the upper portion free to deflect. The upper
^._ portion would accept the changes in length of the verticle run suspended above it. The
lower portion of the compensator, being the fixed tie, would suspend and support the
weight of the line hanging below the compensator. The tower structure would feel only
the weight of this line and the compensator.
The individual bell aws ii ,. 4h : compensator have been designed for a minimum
of 1500 cycles of maximum Jei ee'Llon while at operating pressure. Since the cycle
life of a bel
l
ows a	 c	 cfl s is function the pressure induced stress and the bending stress due
to deflection, calculations have shown that the day-to-day non-pressurized deflections
due to the ambient temperature changes will not affect the cycle life of the bellows.
The bellows have an infinite cycle life when being subjected to axial deflection only.
In order to reduce the number of different designs required by NASA for the
five vertical pipe runs, Solar has been concentrating on designing three basic com-
pensators with various size hubs to match thos6 lines which have inside diameters
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different than the compensators. Specifically, there will be a design for 6, 000 psig
to match the inside diameter of a 3-inch double extra strong pipe which will be used
also for a 2-inch double extra strong 6, 000 psig system. There will be a compensator
to match a 4 -inch schedule 40 pipe for 500 psig operating pressures and a compensator
to match a 2-inch schedule 40 pipc for 125 psig service. This latter compensator will
be used in the 50 psi system and will also be used in the 1-1/2-inch schedule 40 pipe
system, by simply changing the size of the hubs. The advantages of multiple usage
compensators in these various systems is in the areas of cost saving and reliability.
The pressure drop increase as a result of using larger diameter compensators for
smaller diameter lines is considered to be minimal since the velocities of flow in each
of these systems are very low.
The barrio arr^ngement of bellows and the crossover structure in these com-
pensators has been proven by actual construction. Solar has participated in compen-
sator designs and construction programs for North American S&ID on the Saturn S-II
Battleship Stand. This compensator has met all the requirements for which it was
designed.
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APPENDDC A
IDRAWINGS
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN DRAWINGS
89701	 Motion Study; High Pressure Line Configuration
89702	 Gimbal; Formed Bellows with Machined Root Rings
89708	 Gimbal; Machined Bellows with Integral Root Rings
99704	 Gimbal; Machined Low Height Bellows
1	 39705	 Venturi Section
99706
	 Line Assembly; High Pressure Cotme^,;or
39745	 Gimbal; Machined Low Height Bellows
(Alternate Design for 39704)
39746	 Gimbal; Machined Low Height Bellows
(Bolted Ring Design for 89704)
MANUFACTURING DRAWINGS
41806
	
Gimbal Ring Quadrant, t 6' , 10 0 000 psi (Matohed Set)
41807	 Gimbal Flange; t 6" , 10, 000 psi (two shoots)
41308
	
Gimbal Assembly, 6° 10 000 psi
41509
	
Machined Bellows, t 6' , 10, 040 psi
41810
	
Compression Set Bellows, t 6' , la, 000 psi
41811
	
Assembly of Flanged Pipe, 10, 000 psi
41312	 Bent Flanged Pipe Assembly, 10, 000 psi
41818
	 Pipe Union, 8.50 ID
4191 .4	 Connector Line Assembly, 10, 000 psi
41988	 Motion Study; High Pressure Line Configuration
COMPENSATOR PREIZAINARY DESIGN DRAWINGS
41135 Compensator, 4.00 Dia
41136 Compensator, 2.00 Dia
41137 Compensator, 2.01► Dia for 1 . 50 Dia Lind
41195 Compensator for 3.50 Dia Line
41333 Compensator, 6000 psi, 2 . 30 Dia Line
41658 Compensator, 6000 psi, 2 . 30 Dia Line
(Alternate to 41133)
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STRESS ANALYSIS
APPENDIX B
SUMMARY OF STRESS ANALYSIS FOR NASA HIGH-PRESSURE CONNECTOR
A preliminary analysis was performed to determine the capability of the high-
pressure connector (P/N 413141 to meet loading conditions specified in Exhibit I, Sec-
tion D, of Contract NAS 10-1266. The major requirements specified were:
• 10, 000 psig working pressure
• 15, 000 psig proof pressure
• 40, 000 psig burst pressure
• Maximum misalignment and operational movement delineated by 12-inch
cube.
• Minimum of 100, 000 cycles to maximum working pressure at -65 to +150 F.
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Bellows
The analysis of bellows was largely based on empirically derived or verified
formulas. Solar has established working equations for the evaluation of bellows de-
signs, which have proven reliable in many diverse applications. All calculated spring
rates, stresses, distortion (squirm) pressures, etc. are approximate and individual
bellows, when tested, will exhibit different values depending on how well they match
the mathematical model.
Gimbal
The gimbal pins were analyzed as pure cantilever beams uniformly loaded by
the ring. This analysis should be conservat3^►e since slight deformation will result in
peaking of the load and consequent reduction of maximum bending moment.
The gimbal ring was treated as a ring loaded equally by the four pins in the
transverse direction through the centroid of the ring cross L- action. This treatment
is not strictly true due to slight deformations of pins, etc. , which tend to twist the
ring about the centroid. This effect is considered negl9^;ible in this design, however.
The gimbal flange was considered a simple beam with a 90-degree section
effectively resisting the bending moment transferred from the pin. This approach has
been found acceptable in previous gimbal designs which require a redistribution of
local moments into the full circular crone section.
Pipe
Thick wall cylinder formulas were used to determine maximum elastic stresses
in the pipe. An equivalent uni-axial stress was determined using the strain energy of
distortion criterion of yielding. At the burst pressure condition, the pipe material was
permitted to yield,, resulting in average stresses which were combined to give an equi-
valent stress using the same failure criterion.
Vibration Ana>,ysie
A rough estimate was made of the lowest natural flexural frequency of the
connector assembly in the transverse direction. The Kallogg method of effective
masses was used. The frequency found should be on the low side due to the assum-
tions made.
Flexibility Analysis
The end moments and reactions of the connector assembly were crudely es-
timated on the following basis;
1. The weight of the pipe itself probably causes the maximum vertical
reactions to be encountered. These reactions were found by a simple
static analysis at 1 g.
2. The maximum end mor .nts are probably caused by the misalignment
motion. These moments were calculated using the angular spring rate
of the bellows in both the pressurized and unpressurized conditions.
3. The horizontal reactions were assumed equal to zero to simplify the
analysis.
4. Reactions due to flow (change in momentum) were not calculated since
the fluid is GN2 or GHe.
RESULTS OF ANALYSES
Bellows
Motion of ±6 degrees results in an estimated average life of 2500 cycles using
room temperature fatigue data for Inconel 718 bellows formed from sheet. There is
no reason to expect inferior fatigue strength in the bellows machined from bar.
Pressurization to 10, 000 psi results in an estimated cycle life of 150, 000
cycles which is 50 percent in excess of the required life.
The estimated critical (squirm) pressure is 105,650 psi based on an average
spring rate.
Ring
Large margins of safety exist in bending. For torsion, the margins at proof
and ' ,urst pressure are 1.10 and 0. 05, respectively. These values are based on an as-
sumed 85 percent weld efficiency. It is expected that the electron beam welds will be
virtually 100 percent efficient and therefore will greatly increase the margins.
The margin of safety (MS) for the ring due to 10 5 cycles to 10, 000 psi is
estimated to be 2.84 in bending and 1.35 in torsion. The latter value is based on the
same 85 percent weld efficiency and using test data from axial tension fatigue tests
(R = 0.05) multiplied by a factor of 0.6 to obtain torsion allowable.
Pin
The pin MS in bens -ig is 2.09 at proof and 0.55 at burst, Shear stresses
and deflections are small. MS at 105 cycles of 10, 000 psi is 2.48.
Flange
The flange is shown to require at least 102 degrees effective at the burst
condition 1.o transmit the pin bending. MS at 105 cycles of 10, 000 psi is 0.74.
Pipe
The margins at proof and burst are:
straight	 1.06	 0.03	 0.75	 -0.02
bend
	
0.785
	 -0.05	 -	 -
proof	 burst	 proof	 burst
I away from weld I at weld	 1
MS at 10  cycles of 10, 000 psi is 1.32 in the tube away from the weld. As-
suming the same 85 percent weld efficiency in fatigue gives an MS at the weld of 0.97.
At the bend, the MS at 10 5 cycles is 0.92.
Vibration
Since the estimated natural frequency is 5.22 cps, which is well above the
exciting frequency of 3 cps, no resonance should occur and the maximum vibratory
stresses are due to less than 0.1 g loading and can therefore be ignored.
End Moment and Reactions
The end moments are as follows:
7
P = 0	 3, 000 in. - '' ,/deg
P = 10, 000 psig	 5, 800 in. -lb/deg
The end reactions due to static 7 ►' loading are assumed vertical and are :
lower 11502)
upper	 1701b
Total weight 1320 lb
CONCLUSIONS
The most marginal area is the pipe wall itself in the burst pressure test
condition where the margin is virtually zero. It is recommended, however, that
bellows tests be undertaken as soon as possible to verify the pressure cycle life and
motion cycle life predictions since they are based on test data obtained with thin sheet
metal formed bellows.
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BELLOWS
The analysis of bellows is largely based on empirically derived or verified formulae.
Solar has established working equations for the evaluation of bellows designs, which
have proven reliable in many diverse applications, The specific analysis performed
for this contract is described in this suction.
It should he emphasized that all calculated spring rates, stresses, distortion (squirm)
pressures, etc. are approximato and that individual bellows when tested will exhibit
different values depending on how well they match the mathematical model.
The stress calculation methods outlined below do not necessarily apply at the and
convolution whore particular conditin z of attachment may affect the convolution
c'eflection in a unique way. In any case, the calculated stresses should be oonsidersd
as only approximate.
The notation used throughout the analysis is given below.
BELLOWS NOTATION
a	 Convolution radius, in.
B	 Convolution shape factor
c	 Convolution diameter, in.
E	 Modulus of elasticity in tension, psi
F	 Force, lb.
h	 Half-span, inches
I	 Area moment of inertia, in4
{M	Internal bending moment factor f,)r stress calculation
k	 Ratio of convolution outside to inside radius
I	 Active length of bellows, inches
M	 Internal bending moment in bellows wall, in. -lb/in. -ciroum.
Applied moment required to angulate unpressurized bellows, inch-lb
Mp
	Angulation moment due to internal or external pressure, inch-lb
Mt	Total applied angulation moment • M ♦ MPS inch-lb
N	 Number of active convolutions
yt	 Number of plies
P	 Force, lb
P	 Internal pressure, psi
Pcr	 Critical stability pressure for a convoludod bellows, psi
R	 Convolution outside radius, inches
r	 Convolution inside radius, inches
Rm	 Convolution mean radius, inches
S	 Convolution span, inches
(SR)	 Bellows axial spring rate, lb/inch
(SR) 1/4	 Axial spring rate. of a quarter - convolution, lb/inch
t	 Average convolution wall thickness of a single ply, inches
tell	 Effective thic lirness for hoop stress calculation, inches
teq	 Equivalent single ply thickness of a multiple ply convolution, inches
ttot
	
Total ply thickness of multiple ply convolution- inches
$A	 Axial deflection, inches
^1/4 Axial deflection of a quarter-convolution, inches
Bellows angle of rotation about ir..::point, radians
Geometrical axial spring rate parameter, inches
Geometrical spring rate parameter, inches
Poisson 's ratio
1 Ratio of convolution inside to outside radius
^^ % Geometrical stability parameters for convoluted bellows
	Abp	 Bonding stress : due to pressure, psi
	
':rb 6	 Bonding stress due to deflection, psi
	
Q b f	 Bonding stress due to angulaticr* ,psi
	
Tbt	 Total bending stress, psi
Tp	 Membrane pressure stress,, psi
Cycle Life
The cycle life of gimbal bellows is based on the computed maximum radial bend-
ing stress in the convolutions due to tle an-ulation of the gimbal. The r.&xi-
mum angulation for each gimbal is given on the motion study layout drawing for
the duct assemblies.
The computed stress is ccmparod with an S-N curve for the bellows material which
was determined by cyclic axial deflection tests on individual bellows.
For the stress due to axial or angular movement it is first necessary to calculate the
axial spring rate per quarter convolution. This calculation is outlined in "Bellows
Spring Rate for Seven Typical Convolution Shapes", by James D. Matheny. Ma_ hi_
Design January 4, 1962 0 p. 137.
For a known deflection of a quarter convolution, 9 1/4, the shear force. P, at the point
of inflection can be found from
P = (SR)1/4 O1/4
For a total axial deflection of EA , the deflection per quarter convolution is
^ 1/4 	 SA/4 4N
For an angular deflection of 0 radians about the bellows center, the maximum
deflection per quarter convolution is
Sl/4 = RMO4N
Having determined the value of shear force, the maximum bonding moment per inch
of circumference is
M = KM —
m
where Km is a factor dependent on the convolu -ion geometry and determines the maxi-
mum stress. For a flat-disk type bellows, Itm = 1, but for convoluted bellows with
large values of a/.*,f , I. e., > 0. 5 2 the toroid; l section of the bellows accowlts for
only a small portion of the total deflection because of tho constraining effect of circum-
ferential hoop stresses. The calculation Km as a function of h1X is a rather length,
operation, and has been done in Reference 4 for a constant value of a/h = 0.5. A
value of Km = 0.8 is used normally in calculations, however recent bellows designs
show this to be too conservative; consequently the value: *is taken from Figure (CS-10348).
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The radial bending stress due to quarter-convolution deflection, S 1/4, is
<-b6 t
where M is the bending moment per inch of circumference.
Since shear force P is tho total valua for the bellows it must be divided by the circum-
ference at the mean diameter.
The radial bending stress for either axial movement or angulation can be expressed as
3 Km Ph
ebb ' .jT
This reduces to the following equations for Km • 0.8
764	 SR h
ms Rm t'	 for axial deflections'
T" _ .764SR h	 for angular rotation	 (radiar4V b¢	 t2
In case of multiple-ply bellows, the radial bending stress in each ply due to deflectiom
is calculated as though the ply were an individual bellows.
The following rules can be used to determine whether tension or compression stresses
exist on the outside surface:
1. Axial compression • tension at crest and compression at root
2. Axial extension . compression at crest and tension at root
3. Internal pressure w compression at crest and compression at root
Pressure Stresses
From Feely, F. J. , Jr. - and Goryl, W. M. , I Stress Studies on Piping Expansion
Bellows', Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 17, June 1950, pp. 135, the radial
bending stress due to pressure, sometimes called bulging stress, is given by
S2
by w 271t2
This equation is derived from Mat plate theory, and as .
 a result has restricted
accuracy where applied to convoluted shnpes. As a general rule it will give more
accurate values for bellows with the geometrical parameter a/h bt;tween 0 and 0.5.
For a/h greater than 0. 5, the constraining effect of circumferential hoop stresses
resulting from convolution deflection % ,All -:v3 conservative values.
For bellows in which the quarter pitch (a) is nearly oqual to the half span (h), the
above formula is much too consorvative. In these oases, the following equati on given
by Clark (Reforenco 5) is applicable:
rr	 3
bp • 3 '= p
	 (2t!2
	 2 Poisson's Ratio
_V 1 —^ 2 
Radial bending stresses duo to pressure ar y
 largely soli—rolioving, therefore, if the
radial bending stresses are in excess of the allowable yield, the convolution will
permanently deform to a shape where radial membrane and bending stresses are near
the yield value. This usually involves some local cold—working which shifts tho yield
point to a higher stress level. Without root rings, only a small amount of this deform
mation can be tolerated before the convolution root has "failed" through deformation.
It should also be remembered that this pressure stress represents a moan stress
upon which the alternating or fluctuating strossos duo to movomont are superimposed.
As this mean stress approaches the yield value, the cycle life is more seriously
affected.
Since tho number of surge pressure cycles is generally on the order of 100 or less,
no cycle life calculations were performed. Computed linear elastic stresses to 150%
of the ultimate strength of the material will not result in failure.
The bellows hoop stress is calculated using an "effective" thickness At the mean
radius of the bellows which is based on the total cross section of material per unit
length. Thus,
H- ^m
H t eff
and for a convoluted bellows,
Leff a	 2 4 itch + 2 span — pitchp t
therefore by substitution,
^H p, Rm pitch
t C .
 
571 pitch + 2 span]-j
Hoop stress alone which is very seldome Lhe cause of bell %ws failure, however, is
routinely calculated to demonstrate the large mar ;Ln of safety.
...,
r-	 .:;^
Spring Rato and Angulation Moment The axial spring rate (SR) is computed by tho method cited
in "Bollows Spring hate for Seven Typical Convolution Shapes", Machine Desi gn
January 4, 1962. For multipla ply bellows, the spring rate is tho sumo t io individual
spring rates. Using the nomenclature of this report, the spring rate is given by
SR • 21TRm E t3
3 12 (1- ) V 4 N
where .7C is shown on Figure of the following page.
ANGULATION MOMENT
Neglecting the effect of pressure. the applied moment required to angulate a convoluted
bellows about a pivot point at the bellows cantor is given by
M = 
(SR) Rm2
2
where 0 is expressed in radians for small angles.
The derivation of this equation follows.
The circumferential force P causing the convolution deflection acts at the mean
radius, Rm. Referring to the following fiouro and nct ind that symmetrical tension and
compression of the bellows element is assumed about the moan diameter,
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the deflection forces which vary around tho moan oircumforence must bo multipliod
by the corresponding moment arms and integrated to obtain tke total force. From
Reference /6, we can write
<1/4 a P h3 1 2
or
614EI
P•0(1 7)^
Therefore the elemental force at any location will be
dP . 61/4 E IP 	 )^
and since
R,ni t3 d,&
I -	 12
we can wrlte
bl 4 E Rm t3 d$.
dP • 12 hO (1-^A ) 5
From the above figures it can be soon that
'01/4 ' Rm sin$ sin (P
and by substitution,
dP Rm Sin $ sin b E Rm t3 d-&
12 h3 (1-ytz) ^
now dni n dP Rm Sin 0
therefore:
^
irn ^Rm Sias- dPJ
.	 _	 AMA-
or
substituting the exprossion for dP, and taldng tho total moment as four times the
intogral over a quadrant
/2
M	 R_ 3 Sin 0 E t3 4	 Sint$} d,430,
2 ) { h3
•	 J O
R 3 Sin L
-1 3Tr
12 (1-^'2)5h3
This represents the moment required to donect a quarter convolution, therefore for
N activo convolutions the above equation must be divided by 4N to get the total
moment M O . The expression for axial spring rate was given as
(SR) 0 2 it R  : t3
5 12 (1- F),3 4N
Wo can therefore write an expression for the total moment in terms of axial spring
rate. and since for small angles sin s j4 (in radians)
MO
 
• (SR) Rm2
2
The prediction of pressure effoct or. applied : nZulation moment is a theoretically
formidable problem. An approximate expression for the applied moment due to
pressure alone is given by
Mp w Rm 2TTP 01
4
where ^ is expressed in radians for small angles. A derivation of this equation
follows.
Consider the followtpQ schematic of an angulated bellows:
P . p Rm2 rl sin 0 1
r,
Q	 P Rm2TV
.,
100,
ev
	 P
^	 b
Rm
P Rm2'TT
1% 
p Rm T
The bellows curvature results in a resultant pressure reaction
P m p Rm2 TT sin 0
which for bellows with uniform ;,axvature acts at the bellows center. The bellows
ends are normal to the curvature. Tho bellows is thus considered as a simply
supported beans with concentra^ed load ut
	 center. The necessary applied moment
for equilibrium can be written as
M^^ S P ^.	 p 
Rm2
lrl	 7f sinS ^ ^w4
This expression is restricted to small angles therefore
M • p Rm2 i? q,Q.
4
where 0 is expressed in radians.
It will be noticed that Mp is essentially linear for small angles. Based on testing at
Solar tho couation far Mp will givo an approximate value of Mp up to 4 degrees argula-
tion and 300 psig. .
The total angulation moment of an internally pressurized bellows can be expressed as
Mt a M 10 + Mp
Distortion Pressure or Squirm
Th-=ctical methods for determining the critical distortion pressure at which convolutod
bellows beco,no unstable have been established for a bellows loaded by either internal
or external pressure. and either in the neutral or angulatod position. (See References
13, 11 , lj.) Limited experimental verification has been obtained from tests conducted
at Solar for the case of a convoluted bell^w5 i,-& the neutral position with fixed ends and
internal pressure. More experim.cutal data are required to validate or improve the
above methods for a range of bellows geometry paramctors and conditions of end fixity.
It is assumed that the pressure end load or, the bellows is reacted by the bellows support
struetur e. Also, it should be pointed ow, t....:, in line with stability calculations in
general, ;:	 culated value of bellows stability cannot, bo expected to be exact. Therefore,
in design decisions, 'Wgrnent must be used based on an order of magnitude prediction.
Furthermore, it is ass,.: ,)cad that the analysis presented below portains to a convoluted
bellows. Mkore invostigar on is required to determine the applicability to other shapes.
Since stability is gc, ,cened by the bending stiffness, it can be reasonably expected that
the methods are essentially general.
Internal pressure causes each convolution to try to increase in length, resulting in
a column type of instability. Therefore the critical internal pressure is a function of
the length to diameter ratio, other thin gs being equal.
The method used in this ease is dc::vcd in Reference 13. In order to be mathematically _
tractable, the assumption of a rectal:; alarly sh"a ;c,d convolution has boon made. How
-
ever, since stability is a function of taro bending stiffness which in turf, is a function
of the a.>ial spring rate, a shape correction f:Lctor has been calculated based on theo
-
retical data from Reference 16. This factor is shown graphically in Figure 1. A
schematic showing the corrugated shape approximation is illustrated below.
? '• ^^.ri	 ►i`i`i P. 1-3 9, ioi i ^ r , W ^i .l.•
R S
i
L^r
1
a ^r
^	 I
Ia
\ Rm
t
I
The effect of bellows geometry on this appro>dma tion is self-explanatory.
The following expression gives the critical internal pressure for a bellows maintained
in a neutral axial position.
/g' E t3^, R
Per 
B S3 N ^ ^ ^ ^^--
where:
E	 E(I-
B = Convolution shape correction factor
M	 2^	 (see Figure 2) p 1 -39
/^ ti 1 + F	 c/ Rtes ) c/R ;see Figure 3) p 1-1140
fo	 Bellows axial deflection duo to pressure, p, assuming the and is
unconstrained
f	 Bellows axial deflection duo to applied compressive force where
always f < fo
N' • Equivalent buckling length and ogtdvaloat numbor of active convolutions,
as a function of -t end restraint, defined for gimbals as follows
2' - 2/2
N' = N/2
For multiple ply bellows, the equivalont thickness (teq) must be used.
Theorotically this is given for plies of oqual thickness by the following expression:
teq Oil
Recently, another method for deter inin nrerasure and motion stresses andI.J
spring rates has been presented by A. Lxau-p
-^ and % A. Weil, "Analysis of
U-Shaped Expansion Joints",Joy----I of Ap.-)licd :-:ec ::nics, %rch 1962, p.
115. Solar is
	 r.:- thod for ar. I%:•; 7090 Digital Computer and
will include these results in .%a report, is possible.
APPENDIX C
RE LIABILITY PROGRAM
This Appendix is a desoription of the intended reliability program for
and analysis of the high pressure. high flow rate ducting system, whioh Solar
proposes to develop for ground pressurant supply
 for the LUT. Documentation
in support of the program and analysis are inoluded.
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APPENDIX C
C. i 	 RE LIABILITY PROGRAM
C. 1. 1  Objectives
The reliability program for the LUT high pressure, high flow rate ducting
system will be similar to existing programs at Solar. The objectives are
thorough planning and effective management of the reliability effort, in-
cluding careful definition of tasks and problems and analytical, monitoring,
and reporting techniques consistent with the best correct practice.
C. 1. 2  Experience
Solar has produced aerospace products for many years and has consistently
adhered to conservative practice and meticulous attention to detail to
obtain reliability in the product. During the past several years, Solar
has been applying formal reliability techniques to ducting programs for
Saturn S-1C and S-II.
C. 1. 3  Organization
Reliability at Solar is administered by a corporate offitier who coordinates
departmental effort s, as described in SPI 6.930. A copy of this document is
included at the end of this Appendix. Each project has a reliability team
specifically assigned to analyze, plan, and follow up throughout the life of
the program. Figure C-1 shows the interrelationships which are maintained
during a program. The reliability director leads the design reliability effort
and is chairman of the reliability committee. The reliability committee con-
sists of delegates from design, analytical, production, quality control, and
project engineering. It is a working level group with excellent visibility which
finds and illuminates problems. The committee recommends action to the
project manager upon definition of the problem and location of avenues of
solution. Personnel training for reliability is carried out by Industrial
Relations as a matter of reliability policy.
C. 1. 4  Design Review
Design review is a project management function with participation by all
affected groups. Prints are distributed, meetings are held, and recommenda-
tions are made to the project manager.
C. 1. 5  Failure Reporting
Solar's failure reporting system for data collection and constructive feed-
back is described by BPI 2.490. It includes forms and procedures by which
Solar, Solar's vendors, and Solar's customers can operate in an orderly
organized manner, to improve product reliability for all.
C. 2	 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
A system of reliability analysis is described in Solar ER 1404-1. This
method has been followed in the current effort, as well as several parallel
programs involving ducting for the Saturn vehicle.
C. 2.1 Description
The analysis of a portion of a ducting system, such as the high pressure
duct assembly, is based on a detailed analysis of separable components.
The modes of failure which are possible are listed as well as the effect of
such failure (on two levels) and generalized methods of preventing failure.
At the time of the present analysis, specific means were not available
for study, but preparation of the system of specifications, instructions,
and standards required to prevent failure must follow as part of the design
and production engineering effort. The perfection of this network of specifi-
cations will be evaluated by the reliability committee. The failure mode and
effect analysis prediction for this duct may be found in Appendices C and D.
C. 2.2 Prediction
The probability of the duct assembly adequately fulfilling its function during
the 36 hours of pre-launch is estimated to be 0.999814. No confidence level
applies to this estimate.
7
41314 LiLe Assembly - Connector
The subject duct assembly is used to supply pressurant tn the L.U.T. system
from ground storage. The mode of operation is long periods of high pressure
punctuated by surges and sudden vent conditions. At launch, a short period
of vibration exists. The function which must be predicted is maintenance of
floc and pressure during pre-launch and launch activities. It has been
assumed that operation time is 36 hours per launch, during which time the
function must be provided. Reliability analymis is based on the aesumi,tion
that inspection, repair, and replacem o+nt is possible betvaen Xaunches.
it • -651' to /150F. Thif.
the urit, except by corr-
rates respectively.
-65F to A WF, as noted
The environment vhieh surrounds the duct is marine a
environment is not likely to degrade the strength of
osion. Also, human damage is possible.
Media are GN2 & GHe A 104000 SUM & 204000 SUM flow
Operating pressure is 10,000 psig. Temperatures are
above.
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STANDARD PRACTICE INSTRUCTION
SUBJECT:	 RELIABILITY PROGRAM	 CLASSIFICATION S. P. I. 6.930
DATE ISSUED	 May 1. 1963
SUPERSEDES	 November 1:1. 1962
PLANTS AFFECTED: 	 PAGE 1 OF
1.
2.
3.
PURPOSE
To establish Company policy governing reliability programs activated to ensure
that the end product possesses the level of reliability which is in accordance
with customer requirements and established Company standards.
POLICY
	
2.1	 Each reliability program shall recognize the concept of inherent reliability
of design and that the concentration of such effort must take place in the
early design phase. This shall result in mature design of hardware
suitable for production, for use in the operational environment and ease
of maintenance. Every effort shall be made to ensure retention of
relizZility during manufacturing, testing and use phases.
	
2.2	 The following principles shall be applied in the reliability program.
(1) Reliability is a major factor in planning, management and engineering.
(2) Inherent reliability is established by basic design and can only be
improved by design changes.
(3) Improvement of inherent reliability is best achieved in the early
phases of a development and test program.
(4) The reliability factor is also affected by the human element and the
product is to be engineered to minimize human error in manufacturing,
tests, operation and maintenance, not only by design, but also through
creation of suitable operating and maintenance manuals.
(6) The inherent design reliability may be degraded as a result of
variation in manufacturing, maintenance, storage, transportation and
operational processes. Accordingly, Production, Quality Control
and Testing are to be planned within, and strictly controlled by,
Engineering requirements.
(6) Estimated reliability is to be compared with the achieved reliability
at predetermined steps of design, development, production and
operation.
(7) The collection, analysis and feedback of information to the proper
operating activity is fundamental to the improvement of existing
designs and mature future ones.
(8) The required end product reliability can only be obtained by
coordination of all activities.
RESPONSIBILITIES
	
3.1	 General
3.1.1 A Manager of Product Reliability has been appointed and will
report to Vice President - Operations.
SUBJECT	 RELIABILITY PROGRAM	 CLASSIFICATION SPI 6.930
DAT[ IssU[O -	 May 1, 1963
PACc 2 or 3
3.1.2 Company wide reliability committees shall be established as
determined by Vice President - Operations for products
designated to be governed by a plani.id  reliability program.
	
3.2
	 Manager - Product Reliability
3.2.1 Generate reliability awareness and motivation throughout the
Company.
3.2.2 Continually evaluate latest techniques in the field of reliability
and military standards and effect their application to Company
programs and policy.
3.2.3 Review reliability instructions and procedures and make
recommendations for their acceptance.
3.2.4	 Monitor reliability policy as quoted in proposals or pre-
sentations to ensure that they reflect over-all Company policy.
3.2.5 Keep management informed as to the progress of reliability
programs.
	
3.3
	 Reliability Committee
3.3.1	 Coordinate the efforts of all activities involved.
3.3.2 Review reliability status against estimates and standards
applied to particular programs.
3.3.3	 Record reliability status and special findings and distribute
this information to management.
	
3.4	 Engineering
3.4.1 Maintain competence in the design and analytical departments
for the application of current reliability techniques.
3.4.2 Attain required reliability of basic design through sound
design concepts and development taking into consideration
results of reliability studies, failure mode analysis,
calculations for quantitative reliability prediction and
apportioning.
3.4.3	 Establish development, qualification and reliability test plans
and conduct tests as planned.
3.4.4 Conduct failure analysis and determine corrective action.
3.4.5 Establish quality requirements and specifications and prepare
operating and maintenance manuals.
;.4.6	 Evaluate operation of end product in use.
SUBJECT RELIABILITY PROGRAM
CLASSIFICATION: SPI 6.930
DATE ISSUED
	 May 1. 1963
PAGE 3 OF 3
	3.5	 Manufacturing
3.5.1	 Production
Produce or procure parts conforming to engineering drawings
and specifications, methods, procedure and processing
improvements and provide documented control over manu-
facturing operations.
3.5.2	 Quality Control
(1) Ensure conformance to engineering drawings and
specifications.
(2) Conduct quality improvement programs and vendor
quality evaluations.
(3) Review documentation from Engineering, Manufacturing,
and Purchasing for adequacy of data.
(4)_ Review qualification tests and review or conduct production
tests for compliance with established engineering
specifications.
	
3.6	 All Activities
Prepare organizational instructions to implement activities in accordance
with respective responsibilities as outlined above. Such instructions are
to be reviewed by Manager, Product Reliability and approved by Systems
and Procedures prior to publication.
Reason for Reissue: Revised throughout in line with Company's current reliability
program.
/"X,t1*
Herbert Kunzel, Preisid t
R.49. Palmer, Comptroller
SAC-0 7 5008
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STANDARD PRACTICE INSTRUCTION
SOLAR
SUBJECT: FAILURE REPORTING, ANALYSIS and 	 CLASSIFICATION:	 SPI - 2.490
CORRECTIVE ACTION PROCEDURE
	 OAT[ ISSU[O:	 October 23, 1963
SuPcnSSCES:
PAO[ 1 of T
1.	 PURPOSE
1.1
	 Tu establish areas of responsibility and procedures for the performance
of "Hardware Failure Reporting, Failure Analysis and Corrective
Action", as specified in S. P. I. 6.930, paragraph 3.4.4.
2	 RESPONSIBILITIES
Manufacturing
Quality Control
Sales
Engineering
3	 GENERAL
3.1	 When a part designed by Solar, built by Solar, or supplied by a
Solar Vendor fails, a failure report shall be initiated.
3.1.1	 Failure Analysis and Corrective Action shall be performed
under the direction of Reliability Engineering to ensure
that results are recorded for reference in maintaining
established company standards and Customer required
levels of reliability.
3.1.2	 Malfunction or Failure roports directed to Solar Product
Reliability by the Customer shall be utilized by Reliability
Engineering to ensure conformance with the procedures
outlined.
3.2
	
Definitions
(1) Failure - The inability or cessation of ability of an item
to meet minimum specified performance; or any unscheduled
adjustment or replacement of hardware (other than a
scheduled calibration) .
(2) Secondary Failure - Failure resulting from a failure of
another part .
(3) Failure Report - Initial document used to report a failure
and request for a failure analysis if necessary.
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(4) Failure Analysis - Investigative action performed as
directed by the Reliability Engineer, with support
action provided hy other departments as necessary.
(5) Corrective Action - Specific action initiated un failures
after a failure analysis has been performed to prevent
recurrence by elimination of the basic cause.
4.	 PROCEDURE
4.1	 Manufacturing
4.1.1	 Manufacturing Depart. ents
(1) When a failure is detected by a production
employee, or when there is concern that a
failure may have occurred, the Department
Supervisor shall be notified.
(2) The Supervisor shall immediately notify
Quality Control.
4.1.2	 Quality Control
(1)	 Upon detection or notification of a failure the
Inspection Supervisor shall withdraw the
failed part from production and,
1. Prepare a witholding notice in accord-
ance with S. P. I. 4.989.
2. If a failure has occurred as defined by
paragraph 3.2 (1), take the necessary
action to ensure that the failed part is
kept in its exact "failed condition" and
present to Materials Review.
(2)	 Upon presentation and review of items re-
ceived on a witholding notice, Materials
Review shall:
1. If a failure has occurred as defined by
paragraph 3.2 (1), complete a Failure
Report Form, SACO 2164A in Duplicate
and forward one copy to Reliability
Engineering.
2. Affix a "Failure - Hold for Analysis"
tag, SACO 2168, to the failed part.
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(3) Upon presentation and review of Customer
Returned items, Materials Review shall:
1. Provide suitable display of returned
material enabling the Reliability Per-
sonnel to determine items for which
failure analysis is required.
2. Affix a "Failure - Hold for Analysis"
tag, SACO 2168, to the failed parts
so determined by the Reliability
Personnel.
4.1.3	 Receiving
4.1.3.1 Upon receipt of items returned from Customer or
Field Sales/Field Service Personnel, the procedures
outlined in S. P. I. 1.391 (Aerospace), and S. P. I.
1.392 (Turbomachinery), shall be followed.
4.2	 Sales
4.2.1	 Field Sales - Aerospace
(1;	 When a failure in the field is detected, if a formal
Reliability, Failure Analysis Feedljack program is
required by Contract under which items were manu-
factured, then the following is to be provided:
Note:	 Information to be provided on Solar
Form, SACO 2164A, if available.
1. Customer Name
2. Name and Title of person reporting.
3. Failed item name.
4. Failed item part number.
b.	 Failed item serial number.
6. System type/Model/Series .
7. Replacement part number.
8. Replacement part - Serial number.
9. How failure was detected (e. g. check-out,
normal operation) .
10. Failure date.
SACO 1.5008
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11. Description of Trouble
12. Whether a failure analysis was
performed.
Note:	 One copy of the above inform-
ation should be forwarded to
Solar Reliability Engineering.
(2)	 If the Customer performs a failure analysis,
he should provide Solar with the following
information, in addition to that required
under paragraph 4.2.1 (1) :
1. Name and Title of person performing
analysis.
2. Known internal environment; i.e.
temperature, pressure, etc.
3. Known external environment, i.e.
temperature, pressure, etc.
4. Visible failure indications.
b.	 Whether failure was "primary" or
"secondary".
6. If failure was secondary, what was its
origin.
7. If primary, what was i ts origin, e. g.
poor design, etc.
8. Recommended corrective action Solar
should take.
9. Forward one copy of the above in-
It
	 formation to Solar, Reliability En-
gineering.
4.2.2 Customer Service - Turbomachinery
(1) When a failure occurF in the field and a
representative of Customer Service is pres
he shall initiate a Field Service Report,
SACO 1773, and forward to Solar.
(2) Customer Service Representative shall tag
the failed part with a "Field Returned Part"
Identification tag, SACO 1333, and return
the part to Solar.
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(3) Upon receipt of Field Service Report(s), Customer
Service department shall prepare a Failure Report,
SACO 2164A, and forward one copy to Reliability
Engineering.
(4) Provide a copy of all "URs" (Unsatisfactory Report),
to Reliability Engineering for evaluation.
(5) Request Commercial Customers report on "Turbo-
machinery Malfunction Report", SACO 2114.
(6) Procedure outlined in paragraph 4.2. 1 shall also
apply if SACO 2114 is not available.
4.3	 Engineering
4.3.1	 Failure Analysis
(1) Failures occurring during any phase of "Turbo-
machinery - Engineering Development" shall be
reported on Failure Report, SACO 2164A, and
one copy forwarded to the Reliability Engineer.
(2) When part(s) supplied by outside Vendor(s) are
subject to failure analysis, Reliability Engineering
shall determine if an analysis by the Vendor(s) is
required. If any, he shall request such analysis
through Purchasing.
(3) Reliability Engineering shall ensure that the
Vendor(s) is provided all possible information
regarding the failure.
(4) The Reliability Engineer shall provide a copy of
the failure report and any necessary instructions
to the Analyzing Activity, who shall perform an
analysis to determine the ultimate failure mode
and cause. This shall be reported on SACO 2164.
(5) The Analyzing Activity shall solicit any assistance
deemed necessary in order to complete the failure
analysis.
(6) Upon completion of the failure analysis, the
Analyzing Activity shall forward his report
to the Reliability Engineer for review.
SACO 7.5009
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4.3.2	 Corrective Action
(1) The Reliability Engineer shall forward a
copy of the Failure Analysis report with
recommendations for corrective action to
the Project Engineer and Manager Product
Reliability for review.
(2) The Project Engineer shall initiate corrective
action and advice the Reliability Engineer of
action taken.
(3) Upon notification from the Project Engineer
of the necessity for corrective action, such
action shall be taken by the activities so
designated.
(4) Completed co: rective action shall be noted
on SACO 2164 and returned to the Reliability
Engineer.
	
4.3.3	 Reliability Engineer
(1) The Reliability Engineer shall he responsible
for the economical actuation gin:: maintenance
of the system.
(2)	 The Reliability Engineer shall r atntain the
following records:
1. A card file of failed parts by part
numbers, SACO 2167.
2. A card file of failure codes and parts
that have failed in each such coded
classification, SACO 2166.
3. A card file of failed parts listed by
Customer. SACO 2165.
4. Completed failure analysis and cor-
rective action reports.
(3)	 Development and maintenance of a "Failure
Coding System" capable of providing, but
not limited to-
1 .	 Suitable display of experience data to:
a.	 Increase inherent reliability of
new designs.
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b. Determine requirements for improvement
of production procedures, processes, and
inspection methods.
C.	 Indicate necessity of preventive maintenance
and its timing.
d.	 Indicate areas in which additional personnel
training is required.
2. Identity and quantitative requ±rements forecast
for spare parts.
3. Turbomachinery or Aerospace system reliability
data, values, and confidence factors suitable for
prediction and warranty determination.
(4) Conduct a monthly review of failures and distribute
a summary of reliability status to departments
concerned.
(5) Issue special reports on failure trends and Experience
Retention Studies as deemed useful for corrective
actions and for guidance in new designb.
4.4
	 Forms
SACO 1333	 Field Returned Part Identification Tag
SACO 1773	 Field Service Report
SACO 2114
	
Turbomachinery Malfunction Report
SACO 2164
	
Failure Report, Analysis and Corrective Action
SACO 2164A Failure Report - Half Sheet of SACO 2164
S,^CO 2165	 Customer Service Card
SACO 2166	 Failure Code Card
SACO 2167	 Failed Part Card
SACO 2168
	
Failure - Hold for Analysis Tag
Q--4- -'^
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